Access Control RFP Questions & Answers

-Are they wanting any video integration?
No video integration.
- Will they be needing any additional workstations/clients beyond the 1 that is included in the base license?
Need clarification on this question. CARTS will need the ability to connect to the access control system from
multiple computer workstations.
- Are they wanting to use long range readers at the gates?
Long range readers at the gates are not needed.
- Do they want elevator controls at Tucker Hill Ops Bldg.?
No elevator controls.
- Is the 1st and 2nd floors of Tucker Hill Ops Bldg. split into 2 IDFs? (This will increase the controller and enclosure
count if so)
No, there is only one IDF room at the Tucker Hill Ops building. It is also the IDF for the HQ building. Existing door
power supplies are placed throughout the buildings, near the doors they are connected too.
- Is there an IDF for the Tucker Hill Bus Wash, or will it just be running to another IDF?
Yes, there is a computer rack in one of the storage rooms at the bus wash that serves the bus wash.
- Is the Elgin site have 2 IDFs? The building looks like 2 separate buildings connected by a breezeway.
The building is constructed as two separate buildings connected by the breezeway and under a common roof/attic
space. There isn’t an IDF at this facility. There is a location in the attic space where controls can be mounted as well
as a wall in the air-conditioned office area where other network equipment will be installed. Conduit from the
doors to those locations is installed by the construction contractor to facilitate installation of the access controls.

-We have questions about sites that have wireless application for the readers.
1) Gates: where is the head end for the readers?
A. At Tucker Hill Ln. the controller is installed at the gate.
B. At Taylor the controller is installed in the IDF room in the main building.

2) Paint and Body location, looks like 2 different buildings. Where is the IDF room for the head end?
The Paint and Body shop is a single building. There is a computer rack in a room in that building that serves as the
IDF.
3) Bus Wash: looks like 2 different areas. Do you want wireless application for those readers?
There are two separate rooms at the Bus Wash building that are connected by the structure of the building. CARTS
will let the proposer specify the best method of connecting the readers and controller(s).
4) Some areas have a long distance from the head end to the readers, what application do you want for these
areas.
CARTS will let the proposer specify the best method of connecting the readers and controller(s).
5) Is there low voltage conduit that was installed during the construction of different sites that would have strings
attached.
There is low voltage conduit installed at the Tucker Hill, Taylor, and San Marcos sites to connect different buildings.
It is not known if there is pull string in those conduits.
-Has anyone reviewed the original floor plans to know details of what exists underground around these sites?
A formal review has not been performed but CARTS does have knowledge of conduits that have been installed.
CARTS will work with the vendor to identify known in-ground conduits, electrical, water, etc.
6) Elgin areas looks like two separate buildings do you want wireless application or use the current areas and make
a head end for each section? One is mechanical room other is lobby area probably a closet is there for an IDF
room.
CARTS will let the proposer specify the best method of connecting the readers and controller(s). There isn’t an IDF
at this facility. There is a location in the attic space where controls can be mounted as well as a wall in the airconditioned office area where other network equipment will be installed. Conduit from the doors to those
locations is installed by the construction contractor to facilitate installation of the access controls.
-What is the location of pre proposal meeting.
The pre proposal meeting was held at 5300 Tucker Hill Ln., Cedar Creek, TX 78612 and was also available via a
Microsoft Teams video conference and via telephone.
-Will CARTS provide a door schedule detail? We would like to know what is existing and what is new. What locking
hardware is in place?
We will provide door schedule information that we have available. Please see Addendum #2.
-Do you have the specifications from the manufacturer for the access control equipment chosen?
We do have the white paper and a quick start guide from the manufacturer. Those documents will be added to the
RFP web site for download and included in Addendum #2.

-How many access control cards are needed?
300 blank, white PVC printable, not punched cards are requested.
-How many badge printers are required?
A badge printer will not be required.
-Will CARTS want the camera also for the printing station?
A camera is not needed.
-Will you want us to supply lanyards and holders for the printed badges?
No, lanyards and holders are not needed.
What format of cards are specified by the manufacturer?
Ubiquiti Inc. states that the following cards are compatible.
“it should work with most 13.56 Mhz NFC cards
NFC Tag 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
MIFARE Classic
MIFARE Plus
MIFARE Ultralight
MIFARE DESFire EV1/EV2”
-Could you provide a sign in sheet from the pre bid meeting for the project listed above?
Yes, a sign-in sheet will be added to the RFP web site for download and included in Addendum #2.
-Does this access control system need to meet NDAA compliance?
Yes, the Ubiquiti Access Control system is NDAA compliant. A statement document by Ubiquiti will be added to the
RFP web site for download and included in Addendum #2.
-What are the compliance requirements for audit trails?
CARTS would like the access control system to log all granted access, listing the person or credential that was used
to gain access.
-Are there existing cards being used? If so what is the format and part# of these cards?
There are approximately 12 existing cards being used as part of an initial trial of the access control system. Those
cards are MiFare DESFire EV1 8K NFC type cards.
-Knox Box access
CARTS facilities have Knox Boxes that contain keys to access the facility. This will bypass the access control system.
Access Control system integration with the existing Knox Boxes is not required.

-Indicate IDF rooms on floorplans and add as an attachment.
IDF locations will be indicated and provided as an attachment.
-email address to submit questions?
Carts.procurement@ridecarts.com
-Gates, is there conduit?
Yes, there is conduit to the gates.
-desired Mag-lock locations?
CARTS will let the proposer specify the suggested locations for mag-locks, if any.
-Extend RFP schedule?
No, the schedule will not be able to be extended.
-Bond required?
Yes, a 5% bond will be required.
-Hours of installation? Weekends?
CARTS office hours are 8am-5pm Monday through Friday. Additional installation time outside of those hours and
on weekends can be available if needed.
-Please provide pictures of the door at Marble Falls Station
Please see the pictures below.

